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Axiomatic as an Adjective

Definitions of "Axiomatic" as an adjective

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “axiomatic” as an adjective can have the
following definitions:

Of or relating to or derived from axioms- S.S.Stevens.
Self-evident or unquestionable.
Relating to or containing axioms.
Evident without proof or argument.
Containing aphorisms or maxims.
Of or relating to or derived from axioms.

Synonyms of "Axiomatic" as an adjective (6 Words)

aphoristic Containing aphorisms or maxims.
axiomatical Of or relating to or derived from axioms.

postulational Of or relating to or derived from axioms- S.S.Stevens.
The postulational method was applied to geometry.

self-evident Evident without proof or argument.

undeniable Not possible to deny.
It is an undeniable fact that some dogs are easier to train than others.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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unquestionable Not counterfeit or copied.
An unquestionable antique.

Usage Examples of "Axiomatic" as an adjective

1914 saw the first axiomatic declaration of exactly what constitutes a ring.
Axiomatic wisdom.
It is axiomatic that dividends have to be financed.
Axiomatic physics.
An axiomatic truth.

Associations of "Axiomatic" (30 Words)

analytic
True by virtue of the meaning of the words or concepts used to express it,
so that its denial would be a self-contradiction.
An analytical mind.

analytical
Using or skilled in using analysis (i.e., separating a whole–intellectual or
substantial–into its elemental parts or basic principles.
Analytical reasoning.

apparent
Appearing as such but not necessarily so.
The effects of the drought are apparent to anyone who sees the parched
fields.

blatant Without any attempt at concealment; completely obvious.
Blatant radios.

confirming Indicating existence or presence of a suspected condition or pathogen.
deducible Capable of being deduced.

deductive Involving inferences from general principles.
I used my deductive powers.

demonstrable Capable of being demonstrated or proved- Walter Bagehot.
The demonstrable injustices of racism.

detectable Capable of being detected.
There is a detectable note of bitterness when he talks of his father.

evident Clearly revealed to the mind or the senses or judgment.
A clearly evident erasure in the manuscript.

explicit Of a person stating something in an explicit manner.
The arrangement had not been made explicit.

https://grammartop.com/unquestionable-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/apparent-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/blatant-synonyms
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formal
Being in accord with established forms and conventions and requirements
as e g of formal dress.
A formal education.

incontestable Not able to be disputed.

logic
The system of operations performed by a computer that underlies the
machine s representation of logical operations.
Experience is a better guide to this than deductive logic.

logical Marked by an orderly logical and aesthetically consistent relation of parts.
The information is displayed in a simple and logical fashion.

manifest Record in a ship s manifest.
A disorder that usually manifests in middle age.

method The quality of being well organized and systematic in thought or action.
Labour intensive production methods.

noticeable Undesirably noticeable.
Noticeable shadows under her eyes.

observable Capable of being seen or noticed.
An observable change in behavior.

obvious Easily perceived or understood; clear, self-evident, or apparent.
It was an obvious remark to make.

overtly In an overt manner.
Some of the narrative is overtly sexual.

palpability The quality of being perceivable by touch.

perspicuous Transparently clear; easily understandable- Robert Burton.
It provides simpler and more perspicuous explanations than its rivals.

reasoned Logically valid.
A reasoned judgement.

reasoning Thinking that is coherent and logical.
He explained the reasoning behind his decision at a media conference.

syllogism
Deductive reasoning as distinct from induction.
This school of epistemology is highly advanced in syllogism and logical
reasoning.

tangible
(of especially business assets) having physical substance and intrinsic
monetary value.
The emphasis is now on tangible results.

undoubtedly Without doubt; certainly.
It s undoubtedly very beautiful.
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unmistakable Clearly evident to the mind.
The unmistakable sound of his laughter.

verifiable Able to be checked or demonstrated to be true, accurate, or justified.
An easily verifiable claim.
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